**Peter Pan Student Cast Auditions**

**Saturday, March 28 | Registration 1:30-2:00 | Audition 2:00-3:30**

Baumgartner Center for Dance | 128 N Jackson St, Milwaukee

Open to Milwaukee Ballet School & Academy students who are fully enrolled in Ballet V and up and/or Boys Class II and who are between 4' 9" and 5' 2" tall.

**IMPORTANT NOTES**

- Review rehearsal and performance schedule to ensure availability. Indicate a pre-scheduled, significant conflict on the audition form (travel, required academic event, etc.) Absences not reported at the time of the audition will not be allowed and could result in a student losing their role.

- Complete the registration form and bring it to the audition.

- No late admissions will be allowed.

- Exact measurements will be taken by the wardrobe staff at the audition. These measurements are final and may not be disputed. Those not meeting the posted requirements will not be allowed to audition.

- Decisions made by the Milwaukee Ballet Artistic Staff are final and can supersede any of the posted regulations.

- Artistic staff does not provide audition feedback to individual students.

- Result letters and cast information will be sent to each auditionee by email within approximately one week of the audition.

- Wear current ballet class uniform.

**UPON ARRIVAL TO THE BAUMGARTNER CENTER FOR DANCE**

- As soon as you arrive, your audition begins. Behavior counts!

- Limited parking may be available in BCD lot, but street parking may be more reliable. Please drive cautiously around the studio.

- Enter through the front door.

- Do not scan your attendance tag.

- Use the public restrooms/dressing rooms on the first floor to get ready.

- When ready, say goodbye to your child and send them through the first-floor security door with audition form in hand and dance bag. Only auditioning students are allowed in the audition area. Family and friends may remain in the Hertzfeld Atrium or may leave and return at the end of the audition time.

- Students proceed to Wardrobe to be measured and to register.

- After the audition, students will be reunited with their adults in the Hertzfeld Atrium

- **BE CONFIDENT, PROUD, AND SHOW YOUR BEST!!**
**Peter Pan Student Cast Audition Form**

There is not time to fill this out at the audition.
Before you leave for the studio, please print the form, fill it out and put it in your dance bag.

**Student First and Last Name** ____________________________________________________

**Branch (circle):**
- Baumgartner Center for Dance
- Riverpoint
- Towne Centre

**Class Level (circle):**
- Boys Class II
- Ballet V
- Ballet VI
- Ballet VII
- Pre-Academy
- Academy I
- Academy II
- PPTP

Circle: I am available for all rehearsals    OR    I have a conflict with rehearsal on

Students with conflicts after April 25 should not audition

For Office Use Only:

Height (as measured by Milwaukee Ballet Wardrobe Staff) _________________________

Audition # _______________________________